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Chapter 1 : Phrasal Verbs | Vocabulary | EnglishClub
Complete Phrasal Verbs List Phrasal Verb Meaning Example Abide by Accept or follow a decision or rule. We have to
ABIDE BY what the court says. Account for To explain. They had to ACCOUNT FOR all the.

His mother passed away last year. Hit by a vehicle Example: Two children were run over and killed. Develop
skin sores or irritation Example: The measles caused me to break out in a rash. When he came to, he was lying
on the floor with his hands tied behind his back. People everywhere were passing out from the heat. Come
down with Meaning: Become sick not seriously Example: Train the body by physical exercise Example: I
work out regularly to keep fit. Begin a physical activity gradually Example: Stop something from moving
through something else Example: My nose is blocked up. Lay Laid up Meaning: Unable to work, etc. Become
large, inflated, or bulging Example: Become or cause to become obstructed Example: High fat foods can clog
up our arteries. Dose up UK Example: You should dose up with vitamin C to fight colds off. Render someone
unable to move or leave their bed Example: The flu usually lays people low for five to ten days. Become less
strong or stop Example: A cold continues at its peak for several days, then it gradually let up. Shake
something in order to get something off of it Example: She has failed to shake off her stomach injury.
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Chapter 2 : Verb commensurate Definition and Examples - List of Verbs
English Phrasal Verbs with example sentences and meanings - to help you learn this important part of speech. View
online or print on paper. phrasal verb.

Pursue in an attempt to catch another Example: Go after him and apologize. Pursue an object or a goal
Example: Inspired, the scientist went right after the new idea. Violate; to breach; to break Example: What he
did goes against the rules. Be unfavourable to someone Example: Be contrary to a trend, feeling or principle
Example: This goes against my instincts. He dared not go against the King. Go ahead and eat without me; I
expect to be very late. Useful phrasal verbs with GO Image 1. Go all out Meaning: Reserve nothing; to put
forth all possible effort or resources Example: They went all out for his eightieth birthday party and chartered
a tour boat on the bay. Participate, cooperate, or conform Example: I refuse to go along with another of his
dangerous schemes. Move or spread from person to person Example: Try to solve a problem a specific way; to
undertake a task Example: I went at the issue for hours but could not come up with a way around it. Depart or
leave a place Example: Travel somewhere, especially on holiday or vacation Example: Are you going away
this year? Become invisible, vanish or disappear Example: Abandon, desert, betray or fail someone or
something Example: Go below deck on a ship; to leave the top deck of a ship Example: Pass or go past
without much interaction Example: I like to sit and watch the world go by. Be called, to use as a name
Example: His full name is Ernest Tinkleton, but he goes by Ernie. Follow; to assume as true for the purposes
of making a decision, taking an action, etc. Descend; to move from a higher place to a lower one Example:
Disappear below the horizon; to set Example: Decrease; to change from a greater value to a lesser one
Example: The unemployment rate has gone down significantly in recent months. Fall down , fall to the floor
Example: The boxer went down in the second round, after a blow to the chin. Be received or accepted
Example: Be recorded or remembered as Example: Today will go down as a monumental failure. A big heist
went down yesterday by the docks. He felt nervous about going down on his girlfriend for the first time. Stop
functioning, to go offline Example: Did the server just go down again? Useful phrasal verbs with GO Image 2.
Try for, to attempt to reach Example: Undertake an action Example: Develop a strong interest in, especially in
a sudden manner; to be infatuated with Example: Clyde took one look at Bonnie and really went for her. Stop
taking my food from the fridge! That goes for you too, Nick! Go for it Meaning: Put maximum effort into
achieving something Example: He really went for it. Decide to do something; especially after a period of
hesitation Example: May I use your bathroom? Be obscured by clouds Example: Get involved in; to
investigate or explore Example: Divide exactly; to be a factor of Example: The bomb went off right after the
president left his office. The gun went off during their struggle. Explode metaphorically; to become very angry
Example: When the boss came to know about the scheme, he went off, shouting and throwing everything
away. Begin clanging or making noise Example: The alarm will go off at six a. He went off without a word.
The meeting seemed to go on forever. He went on to win a gold medal. Talk about a subject frequently or at
great length Example: Will you stop going on about your stupid holiday. Use and adopt information in order
to understand an issue, make a decision, etc.
Chapter 3 : Health Phrasal Verbs (with Meaning and Examples) - 7 E S L
Check out Ginger's list of phrasal verbs to master this tricky part of speech. Common and unique English Phrasal verbs it's all here! Phrasal Verb: Meaning.

Chapter 4 : List of English Phrasal Verbs Translated in French
Some phrasal verbs have the opportunity for you to practise using them in your own sentences, and at the end of the
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PDF are twenty gap-fill exercises for more practice.

Chapter 5 : Phrasal Verbs List | Vocabulary | EnglishClub
Phrasal verbs list from A to Z with examples in PDF. To choose a list of phrasal verbs click on a letter of the alphabet
and a list of all the phrasal verbs will appear for that letter.

Chapter 6 : An Extensive List of Phrasal Verbs | Common Phrasal Verbs
Phrasal Verb list Free download from www.nxgvision.com A simple list of phrasal verbs for students who are in a hurry
to learn just a few basic verbs.

Chapter 7 : 86 Useful Phrasal Verbs with GO (with Meaning and Examples) - 7 E S L
For example, with phrasal verbs, A phrasal verb is a phrase that's made up of a verb and another word or two, usually a
preposition but sometimes an adverb.

Chapter 8 : Verb billingsgate Definition and Examples - List of Verbs
a preposition to a basic verb, which forms a verb phrase known as a phrasal verb that is different from the meaning of
the verb alone. For example, the verb "to drop" means "to let something.
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